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(R2) 12:40 PLUMPTON, 1m 7f 195y 

Hairy Dog Brewery Novices' Hurdle (Class 4) (3YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 0-6 CALYPSO JACK (IRE) 28 
ch g Papal Bull - Miss Barbados

6 11 - 6 D Crosse
Mrs L C Jewell

-

Jockey Colours: White, red hoops, red cap
Timeform says: Well held sole start in bumpers and whilst there was a modicum of promise
on his hurdles bow/return here last month, he's unlikely to be of interest until tackling low-
grade handicaps.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

2 CRISTAL SPIRIT D 
b g Nathaniel - Celestial Girl

4 11 - 6 L P Aspell
J R Boyle

-

Jockey Colours: White, red star, diamonds on sleeves
Timeform says: Fairly useful staying handicapper on the Flat (stays 2m), won final start for
George Baker at Newbury in October. Acquired for 50,000 gns thereafter and he's well worth
a look now tackling hurdles.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 363 DARKEST DAY (IRE) 27 
b g Aizavoski - Dempseys Luck

4 11 - 6 J E Moore
G L Moore

-

Jockey Colours: Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap
Timeform says: Fair form sole bumper start in Ireland and similar form in a couple of hurdle
outings for new yard this winter, third at Lingfield (2m) last time. Remains open to
improvement and one to consider.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 0/P25-8 DUBAI KEY (IRE) 14 
b g Dubai Destination - Diamond Key

5 11 - 6 P K Donovan (7)
N P Mulholland

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap, emerald
green star
Timeform says: No impact on the Flat or on hurdles debut in 2017. Well held in points
subsequently and he fared no better back under Rules for this yard over C&D 2 weeks ago.

 (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

5 50-24 HIGHWAY ONE O TWO (IRE) 44 
b g Shirocco - Supreme Dreamer

4 11 - 6h Tom Cannon
C Gordon

-

Jockey Colours: White, red sleeves, white and red check cap
Timeform says: Surpassed last year's form in bumpers in 2 starts this time around, hitting
the frame at Stratford/Ascot in recent months. Type to make his mark now hurdling, though
he could do with settling better.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

6 HIT THE ROCKS (IRE) 
br g Fast Company - Skerries

4 11 - 6 Joshua Moore
G L Moore

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets
Timeform says: Fair on Flat, (stays 1½m) won final start for Edmond Kent at Tramore in
August. Acquired for £33,000 by new connections in September and the market may prove
the best guide.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

7 21-150 MOUNT WINDSOR (IRE) 36 C 
br g Mountain High - Mrs Bukay

4 11 - 6 R Johnson
C Gordon

-

Jockey Colours: Pink, black chevron, black sleeves, white stars, pink and black hooped cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful dual bumper winner who has yet to scale same heights in a
couple of hurdle outings this winter. Still, his exploits in bumpers mean he's not one to write
off in this sphere.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 
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8 8P870-5 SUNDAY AT AUGUSTA (IRE) 34 
b g Arakan - Alla Marcia

6 11 - 6h J M Davies
R Rowe

95

Jockey Colours: Maroon and royal blue diabolo, maroon cap, royal blue diamonds
Timeform says: Modest form over hurdles last season, including on handicap debut final
start. Similarly fared no better sent chasing on return after a wind op at Lingfield (2m) last
month.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

9 7 AIR HAIR LAIR (IRE) 10 
ch g Zebedee - Blond Beauty

3 10 - 7 M Goldstein
Miss S West

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, maroon spots, maroon sleeves, light blue spots
Timeform says: Modest maiden on the Flat (stays 1m) who was set a stiff task on hurdling
debut and was duly well held at Sandown earlier this month. This less demanding but others
make more appeal in any case.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: Those with previous hurdles experience don't set a tall standard and it may pay
to side with HIGHWAY ONE O TWO. A fairly useful sort in bumpers, he will need to settle better, but
appeals as the type to make his mark as a hurdler and could have been found a good opening. Fellow
hurdles debutant Cristal Spirit and Darkest Day head up the dangers.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: HIGHWAY ONE O TWO (5) 
2: CRISTAL SPIRIT (2) 
3: DARKEST DAY (3)


